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This paper presents a method for combining equational unification algorithms to 
handle terms containing 'mixed' sets of function symbols. For example, given one 
algorithm for unifying associative-commutative operators, and another for unify- 
ing commutative operators, our algorithm provides a method for unifFing terms 
containing both kinds of operators. As a special case of the combining problem, 
our algorithm lifts a variable-only case algorithm to the general case with multi- 
ple operator instances and free symbols. We restrict our attention to a class of 
equational theories called the collapse-free r gular theories. We glve some results 
characterizing the unification problem in this class of theories, and specifically show 
the restrictions are necessary and sufficient for the correctness of our algorithm. An 
implementation has been done as part of a larger system for reasoning about equa- 
tional theories. 
1. Background 
Given two terms containing function symbols and variables, the classical unification 
problem is to find a uniform replacement of terms for the variables that makes the two 
terms equal. Equational unification extends the classical problem to solving equations 
in an equational theory. That is, given a set of equational axioms, find a substitution for 
the variables in two terms that makes them provably equal from the set of axioms. 
Unification was first described by Herbrand in 1930, and was first put to practical 
use by Robinson as a basic step in resolutiou (Robinson, 1965), an inference rule used 
as a complete proof system for first order predicate calculus. Because of its power, 
resolution is often used as the basis for automatic theorem provers and is also exploited in 
implementing the logic programming language PROLOG (Kowalski, 1974). Unification is 
a basic step in completion algorithms for term rewriting systems (Knuth & Bendix, 1970; 
Forgaard & Guttag, 1984). Term rewriting systems, like resolution~ can be used as a basis 
for automatic theorem provers (Huet & Hullot, 1982; Hsiang & Dershowitz, 1983; Kapur  
& Musser, 1984), checking formal specifications (Goguen & Tardo, 1979; Kownacki, 
1984), and interpreting logic programming languages (Dershowtz, 1983; Fribourg, 1984). 
Unification is also used in type inference algorithms for languages uch as ML (Milner, 
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1978), in which polymorphic typing is used as a compromise between strictly typed and 
typeless languages. 
Unti l  recently, most applications made use of only classical unification; however, the 
need for equational unification is clear. For example, a PROLOG clause stating the 
commutat iv i ty of a user defined predicate will cause the program to loop. Similarly, a 
commutat ive axiom in a term rewriting system cannot be oriented into a rewrite rule 
without losing the termination property of the system. In both cases, a solution is to 
'build in' commutatlvity, i.e., in the unification process, so the axiom is not explicitly 
needed. Equational term rewriting systems are described in (Peterson & Stickel, 1981; 
Dershowitz et al., 1983; Jouannaud & Kirchner, 1984; H. Kirchner, 1984). A further 
review of areas in which equational unification may be useful is given in (Siekmann, 
1984). 
For each equational theory of interest, a unification algorithm must be discovered 
and implemented, and with some notable exceptions (see Section 8), this process is not 
automatic. In fact, given two algorithms for different equational theories, the problem 
of combining the unification algorithms is non-trivial. It is this problem which is studied 
and partial ly solved here. This paper provides an algorithm for combining equational 
unification algorithms for a restricted class of equational theories. 
The remainder of this paper is divided into six main sections: In Section 2 we present 
some definitions, including a more formal definition of equational unification. Section 3 
discusses our generalization of the problem, and the basic assumptions of our approach. 
In Section 4 we present our algorithm, including a statement of some restrictions and 
a short example of the algorithm's use. Section 5 gives some general results about the 
restricted class of theories, and Sections 6 and 7 contain a proof of correctness for the 
algorithm. Finally, a short survey of related work can be found in Section 8 and a 
summary of our conclusions in Section 9. The work is based on (Yelick, 1985), where the 
proofs appear in greater detail. 
2. Def in i t ions  
The following definitions are consistent with those of Fages (1984) and Huet & Oppen 
(1980). We begin with basic definitions of terms and functions on terms. Section 2.2 
describes equational theories, incorporating both algebraic and proof theoretic notions. 
The central problem of this work, equational unification, is defined in Section 2.3. 
2 .1.  FIRST ORDER TERMS AND SUBSTITUTIONS 
Let X be a countable set of variables and S be a family of function symbols with associated 
arity such that X and S are disjoint. We recursively define the set of terms, T(S, X}, 
where each term is either a variable or a function symbol of arity n followed by n terms. 
We assume the sets X and S to be fixed and, thus, use T in place of T(S, X). Function 
symbols of arRy zero, called constants, will be denoted by the letters a, b, c, d, to be 
distinguished from variables, denoted by the letters u, v, w, x, y, z. 
Given a term, ~, let ~) (t) be the set of variables in ~ and F(~) be the set of function 
symbols in t. The head symbol of a term $, which is a variable if and only if t is, will be 
denoted t.head. 
An occurrence is a string of natural numbers denoting a subterm within a term, and 
the notat ion t/o denotes the subterm of t at occurrence o. The set of occurrences of O {$) 
and their values are defined as follows: 
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1. ), e 0 (~), and ~/A = ~. 
2. If t = / ( t~,  ..., t ,) ,  and o e oct~), then i.o e 0(t)  and t/~.o = t~/o. 
If o is a proper occurrence (i.e., o ~ :k), let prefix(o) be the string o minus the last number, 
i.e., for all o ~ A, there exists i such that o = prefix(o.i). In the tree representation of
terms, prefix(o) indexes the parent of the node at occurrence o. 
A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms, extended to an endomorphism 
on terms. A substitution will be denoted by a set of variable-term pairs, iv1 ~- $1, v2 
~,  ...}, where all variables outside the set are implicitly mapped to themselves. The 
empty substitution, i.e., the mapping in which each variable is mapped to itself, will be 
written e. We define the domain, D, of a substitution, a, as follows: D(cr) = {v]av ~ v}. 
In addition, we define the range, )~, as ~(ff) = U~ e P(a) {~v}' and the range variables, 
I ,  as I (a)  = U~ 6 ~(cr) ~($)" We may restrict the domain of substitution to a set of 
variables V by: ~rlvV = av, if v e V, and otherwise alvv = v. 
A term, ~, is said to be a~ instance of a term, s, if and only if there exists a substi- 
tution, a such that ~ = as. When the domain of a is restricted to the variables in ~)(s), 
~r is unique and is called the ma~ch of ~ by s. 
Substitutions may be composed using functional composition, i.e., for any term, $, 
(ai o a~)~ = a l (a~) .  A substitution, ai, is more general than another, ~,  if and only if 
there exists a third substitution, r such that a2 = foa l .  We denote this partial ordering 
by crl < a~. 
2.2.  EQUATIONAL THEORIES 
An equation is a pair of terms, t = s. A congruence relation is an equivalence relation, 
H , which is additionally closed under replaccmer~t of equals, (~1 H sl, ..., Sn }-~ Sn =~ 
f ( t l ,  ..., ~n) }-~ f ( s l ,  ..., Sn) for all f e S of arity n). Given a set of equations, E, the 
equational theory presented by F~ is the set of equations, E*~ formed by the finest congru- 
ence over T that contains E and is closed over instantiation. Thus~ E* is exactly the set 
of equations derivable from E by a finite proof, using reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, 
replacement of equals, and instantiation as inference rules over the equations. We will 
consistently use E and E*, respectively, as a set of axioms and the equational theory 
presented by those axioms. The equality relation on terms may be written ~ --~. s, when 
---- s is an element of E*, and~ ] will denote the set of all terms equal to ~. 
An algebra, 4, is a pair (A, F), where ]~ is a set of elements called the carrier of A and 
F is a set functions, each mapping .~n to A for some arity, n. A mapping, #, from X to 
,~, extended as a homomorphism from T to ~,, is called an A-assignment. For example, 
in the term algebra, T -- (T, FT), the carrier is the set of terms and FT contains term 
constructors, one for each function symbol in S. The identity map is an example of a 
T-assignment. 
If ~t =/~s for all A-assignments, ~, then A is called a model of the equation ~ ---- s, 
and $ =s issa id  to be valid in 4; we denote this condition by A ~ ~---- s. Weex~end 
to a set of equations by: A ~ E if and only if t -- s E E =~- ~ ~ ~ -- s. Given a set 
of equations, E, we denote the class of all models of E by )d(E). Birkhoff showed that 
the proof theoretic definition given above is equivalent to defining an equational theory 
semantically as the set of equations (Eqr~s) valid in all models of ]~, i.e., E* -- Eqns (${(E)) 
(Birkhoff, 1935; Gr~tzer, 1978). 
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If  there exists a non-trivial model of E, then the theory presented by E is said to be 
strictly consistent. (A non-trivial model is one in which the carrier contains more than 
one element.) Syntactically, an equational theory has only the trivial model if and only 
if z =~. y, since any equation is a substitution instance of this one. By assumption, we 
will work with only strictly consistent equational theories. 
The congruence relation on terms in an equational theory is extended to substitutions 
by or1 =E 0-2 if and only if Vv E X, ~rl v =E 0-2 v. In many cases we are interested only in 
the effect of a substitut ion on a particular set of variables, V. We define a new relation 
as follows: al  =v  a2 if and only if Vv E V(0-1v =E a2v). Note that when V = X, 
0-1 =v  ~9 =e~ el o ~rs =~ 0-2 o as, for any as, but this is not true in general for arbitrary 
V. 
We say that 0-1 is more general than cr2 modulo E over V, written 0-1 _<v 0-2, if and 
only if: 
~T, Too"  I -----E v 0" 2 .  
The equivalence relation defined by 0-1 _<v as&0-s <v  0-1 will be denoted or1 -vcrs .  
2.3.  EQUATIONAL UNIFICATION 
The equational unification problem is to solve an equation of the form t = s in the 
quotient algebra, T/=E,  whose carrier is the set of congruence classes of terms defined 
by E. 
DEFINITION. Let ~ and s be terms and E be a set of equations. A substitution, 0-, is 
said to be an E-unifier of t and s if and only if: 
Let UE  aenote the set of all E-unifiers of terms t and s, i.e., UE (~, s) = {¢I¢~ =~ cs}. In 
general, UE is infinite; we represent it by a complete set of ~ifiers, CSUE, from which 
set the UE can exactly be generated by considering all instances of each substitution in 
the CSUE. If every element of a particular CSUE is necessary for completeness, the set 
is called a minimal complete set of unifiers, written tzCSU~. In many cases unifiers will 
contain new variables not appearing in the input terms. We assume any new variables 
used in a unifier are truly disjoint from all existing variables. For a more formal treatment 
of this problem see (Yelick, 1985). 
DEFINITION. Let rand she terms, and V = q)(~) t3 ~)(s). A set of substitutions ~2 is a 
tzCSUI~ of ~ and s if and only if: 
1. Soundness: )3 C_ UE 
2. Completeness: V0- e UE(t~s),30-' e E,0-' <v  a 
3. Minirnality: Va, a' 6 ~, 0- ~v cr' 
4. Protective, ess: v0- e p(0-) c_ V a n = 0 
&Vv E I(cr), v E V or v is a fresh variable. 
When it exists, a IzCSU~ is unique up to _v  (Fages, 1984). The size of the #CSU~ 
is bounded for certain values of E: if E = ~, there is always a singular f~CSUE for any 
two unifiable terms; if E contains only the associative and commutat ive axioms (the AC 
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theory) then the #CSUF~ is always finite; and if ]~ contains only the associative axiom, 
then there are some pairs of terms for which the IzCSUz is infinite. If there is a finite 
CSU~ then a tzCSUm exists and can be found by filtering out non-minimal unifiers 
through matching. In general, though, the properties of minimality and completeness 
may conflict, so that no #CSUm exists (Fages & Huet, 1983). 
If, whenever a unification procedure terminates, it generates a sound, complete, pro- 
tective set of unifiers, the procedure is said to be partially correct. If, in addition, the pro- 
cedure always terminates, it is said to be totally correct. The adjectives ound, complete, 
and protective, may also be used to describe a procedure producing a set of substitutions 
with the named correctness property. The protectiveness of unifiers is required without 
loss of generality because it is necessary for the correctness of our algorithm. One of 
the formal properties implied by protectiveness, and used in the correctness proofs, is 
idempotence of unifiers, i.e., P(e) N I(a) = ¢ =~ ~ o ~r = ~r. 
2.4. UNIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTIONS 
Solving a unification problem inevitably involves olving the problem for a set of pairs of 
terms, i.e., finding a single substitution that makes the two terms in each pair equal. We 
choose to view this as the problem of unifying substitutions because it provides a useful 
abstraction for the proofs and because it closely reflects the problem as it appears in our 
algorithm. 
DEFINITION. Given a set of equations, E, a substitution, a, is said to E-unify two 
substitutions, ¢1 and ¢2 if and only if: 
We extend Us and csus  to substitutions in the obvious way: UE(¢I, ¢2) = {~l~' o 
¢1 ----~ tr o ¢2}, and CSUs is a set from which UE can exactly be generated (up to ----E) 
by considering all instances of each substitution i  the set. 
The unification problem for substitutions i  described in (Eder, 1985} for the empty 
theory and arises naturally in the setting of Robinson style unification algorithms. Algo- 
r i thms such as the one of Martelli $z Montanari (1982) view the problem instead as a set 
of unification problems, propagating partial solutions, i.e., equalities, as they are found. 
Kirchner (1985) extends the latter approach to equational unification. Although the two 
views have equivalent power, one may be preferred to the other for efficiency reasons, a 
topic is beyond the scope of this paper. (See Kirchner (1985) for some comments on the 
relative efficiency of the two approaches.) 
8. A General ized Approach  
The disadvantage of the ad hoc approach to designing unification algorithms i  that for 
each new theory of interest, a unification algorithm must be found and implemented for 
the entire set of axioms. Our approach is generalized in the following sense: Given a 
unification algorithm for El, and a unification algorithm for E2, we can, in some cases, 
automatically generate an algorithm for the combined theory of E1 and E2. 
Our procedure is recursive; a top-level procedure performs the steps in unification 
that are common to all equational theories and uses the given unification algorithms 
for solving pieces of the problem that differ between theories. It is a generalization of
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Stickel's (1981) algorithm for AC-unification. In the recursive case, the algorithm begins 
by transforming the input terms into simpler terms containing only operators from a 
subset of the axioms, a subset for which there is a given E-unification algorithm. These 
simplified terms axe then unified. The solution is combined through further unifications 
with the information that had been lost during transformation. Section 3.1 describes the 
division of theories and Section 3.2 the transformation process on terms. 
3.i. PARTITIONING EQUATIONAL THEORIES 
We divide the problem of unification modulo E by partitioning the set of equation% 
E, according to the distribution of function symbols in the set. Our first underlying 
assumption is that the sets of operators handled by different unification algorithms are 
disjoint. Formally, we define a partitioning on the axioms presenting E* by: 
DEFINITION. Let ~r = {E1,E2,... ,E,}, where each E¢ is a set of equations. ~r is a 
partitioned presentation of an equational theory E* if and only if: 
2.  = 
3. ¢~r .  
Each of the E~'s presents a theory, E~*, called a sub-theory of E*. The empty set of 
equations in 3 represents he empty equational theory, which is a sub-theory of any theory. 
Semantically, the meaning of the combination of these sub-theories i  the intersection of
their models, i.e., )~(E) = D~<r, )4(E~). In particular, the congruence r lation in the term 
model is the smallest congruence containing the congruences of each of the sub-theories. 
The partition on equation% 7r, naturally defines an equivalence r lation on the universe 
of function symbols, S. Let ~(E) denote the set of function symbols appearing in E and 
say fl  =9 f2 if and only if either: 
1. 3E~ e ¢r such that fl e ~'(E,)&f~. E ~r(E~). 
9.. Or, VEt e ¢ ¢ 
The equivalence class of symbols containing/wil l  be denoted [/1, e.g., if one of the sub- 
theories is the AC theory for + where + has an identity constant, 0, then [+] = {+, 0}. 
Any function symbol that does not appear in any of the E~'s is called free. 
This equivalence r lation on function symbols will provide a convenient way of naming 
sub-theorles. We will refer the the set of function symbols in E~ as the set of constrained 
function symbols for the theory E~*; if E~ = 0 then we abuse the terminology and let its 
set of constrained symbols be all the free symbols. 
An example should help clarify our definitions. Let E be presented by the axioms in 
Figure 1, where S is the set {+,*, a, ×, , ,  b,/, 9}. In this case ~r = {Ex,E2, Es, E4, Es} 
is an example of a partitioned presentation of E*. 
A final point related to the terminology for E* requires clarification. Although we 
speak of an E-unification algorithm for a particular equational theory, each algorithm is 
really for an 'isomorphism class of equational theories, e.g., + AC and × AC. For the 
purpose of this discussion, it is simplest o consider + AC and x AC as distinct and 
unrelated equational theories, though in an implementation e would make use of the 
fact that the two unification problems axe identical. 
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~r -- {El, E2, Es, E4, Eb} Equivalence Classes of S 
El: z+y=y+x 
(~+Y)+z  =z+Cy+x)  
E~: z*y=y*z  
(~ .y ) .~  = ~. (~.~)  
a*a=a 
Es: zxy=yxz  
(~xy) x~=~x(yxz) 
E4: z*y=y,x  
Es: 
F ,  = I (E , )  = {+} 
F2 = ~r(E2) = {*, a) 
F .  = ~(E , )  = {×) 
F .  = ~(E~) = { .}  
F5 = {b, / ,  g} 
Figure 1: A Partitioned Presentation 
3.2. HOMOGENEOUS TERMS 
In this section we describe an operation for changing a unification problem in E* into a 
related unification problem in one of the sub-theories. A term, t, is called homogeneous 
with respect to a set of function symbols, F, if and only if ~'(t) _ F. Homog converts 
an inhomogeneous term (i.e., a term containing operators not in F) into a homogeneous 
term. The basic operation of Homog is to replace all maximal subterms whose top 
function symbol is outside F with a fresh variable; the resulting homogeneous term 
corresponds to the notion of a variable abstraction in (Stickel, 1981). 
DEFINITION. Let F be a set of function symbols and t be a term, then Homog(~, F) is 
defined as: 
1. If t is a variable, then Homog(t, F) = ~. 
2. If t =/(tl,...,~,) and/6  F, 
then Homog(~, F) = / (Homog(~1, F),...,~omog(t,, F)). 
3. If t = f(tl, ..., t,) and / ~ F, then Homog(t, F) = v, where v is a fresh variable. 
Homog(~, F) is unique for t, up to names of the new variables. Again, we must be 
careful in our use of new variables, e.g., in 2 we assume any new variables in Homog(t~, F) 
are disjoint from both the old variables in t i and new ones In Homog(~i, F), for { ~ ]. 
To assure the property of protection of our unification procedure, these new variables 
must also be disjoint from all existing variables. 
Taking F = {a~ *} and vl, v~, vs to be new variables, we have the following values for 
Homo~ 
Homog(z  * (a + y), F) = • * vl 
Homog(z * (a * b), F) = z * (a * v2) 
Homog(x + y, F) = vs. 
We will normally homogenize a term with respect to some equivalence class of S as 
defined by ~', namely the equivalence class of the head symbol. We will therefore use the 
shorthand ~ to denote Homog(~, IS.head]). 
To take a homogeneous terra back to the term from which it was formed, we find a 
preserving substitution. If ~' is a homogeneous form of t, then notice that t is an instance 
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of $~ and we can therefore find the match of ~ for ~r. We will denote the match, in this 
case we c~ll it a preserving substitution, by P(t,  t'). P(t, t') maps each new variable in 
~ to the term it replaced in ¢. 
4. The  A lgor i thm 
This section contains the main procedure, a procedure for generalized equational unifi- 
cation of terms. Before presenting the algorithm, we state some additional assumptions 
that are needed for the correctness of our algorithm. We follow the description of the 
procedure with an example. 
4.1.  A RESTRICTION 
Our algorithm is correct for strictly consistent theories which are collapse-free and regu- 
lax, hence, the name CR-unffy. The restriction on theories is defined here without much 
justification. While CR-uni/y terminates for all equational theories, and all the substitu- 
tions are indeed unifiers, it will not produce a complete set of unifiers for some theories. 
We will show in Section 5 that collapse-freeness and regularity are necessary, and in 6 
that they are sufficient, for completeness. 
An equation, ~ -- s, where either t or s is a variable and the other term is a non- 
vaxiable, is called a collapse equation. A set of equations containing no collapse equations 
is called eollaps,-free. Intuitively, the problem caused by collapse equations is that a 
single congruence class of terms in the theory may contain terms with root symbols from 
more than one equivalence class of S. 
An equation, ~ = s, is regular ff and only if ~)(t) = ~)(s); a set of equations is regular 
if and only if each of its elements is regular. The reason for this restriction comes from 
the fact that  a variable appearing in only one side of an axiom can be instantiated with 
any term, including the term of the other side, and the result will be an equation of the 
theory. 
We note with the following two propositions that the restrictions can be checked by 
examining a theory's presentation. Both are easily proved by induction on the length of 
proof in E*. 
PROPOSITION 1. E is collapse-free if and only i/E* is collapse-free. 
PROPOSITION 2. E i8 regular if and only if E* is regular. 
4.2. PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION 
The CR.unUyprocedure is given in Figure 2. It is mutually recursive with Map-uniTy, a 
procedure to solve the unification problem for substitutions. The unification algorithm 
corresponding to the sub-theory constraining f is denoted El/l-unify. 
If ~ and s are both variables, then they are nnifiable by {$ 4- s}. If exactly one is a 
variable, then Vat-unify is called. If ¢ and s are both non-variables with root symbols 
from different equivalence classes of S, then they are not unifiable (see Lemma 3). 
If both t and s are non-variables with root symbols in the same equivalence class, 
then we form homogeneous terms~ ~ and 3, and find the preserving substitution, P (t, ~) U 
P(s, $). (The union of these substitutions is wellJdefined because their domains are 
disjoint.) The set of sub-theory unifiers, O, is found by unifying homogeneous terms in 
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OR-unify = proc (t, s: t;erm) re turns  (subst-set) 
cas~ 
is-variable(t) & is-variable(s) =~ 
return({{~ ~- s}}) 
is-variable(t) & "is-variable(s) =~ 
r~turnCVar-unify(~, s) ) 
is-variable(s) & -is-variable(t)=*- 
return(V~-u~ify(~, t)) 
~.head Cr s.head =~ 
return (¢) 
t.head =~r s.head =*- 
~ := P (t,'O '.-' PCs, ,~) 
e := .Et,~..heaal-"-"iey(~, ~) 
s := Ue e e M~v-.~ify(O, ~) 
return(D) 
end 
end OR-unlfy 
% case 1 
% case 2 
% case 3 
% case 4 
% case 5 
Vat.unify = proe (v: vaxiable, s: term) re turns  (subst-set) 
-y -=  ?(s,~) 
case 
v ~ ~)(s) ~ % case 6 
return ({{v ",--- s}})  
e ~(s)~ ¢ I(~) ~ % case 7 
e := E[s.headl-unlfy(v, ~)
r. := U0 e e May-unify(O, ~) 
return(]E) 
e v(~)&~ e ~(~} ~ % case s 
return(~) 
end 
end Var-unify 
Map-unify = proe  (¢1, ¢2:subst) returns(~:subst-set) 
~o := {d 
i :=O 
i := i+1 
~3" := {coy o c9'_i[cb'-i ~ ~S-I& 
0~j ~ CR-u~iry(~i-l¢lv, ~_1¢~)} 
end 
return(~j) 
end Map.unify 
Figure 2: The CR-unify Procedure for Equational Unification 
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the appropriate sub-theory, and the preserving substitution is combined with each p E O 
by unification of substitutions by calling Map-unify. If t and s are not E-unifiable, then 
53, the final set of unifiers, is empty. 
When Var-unlfy has been called, we have the following cases. If v does not occur in 
s (case 6), then the terms are unifiable by the substitution, {~ ~-- s}. The case where 
occurs in s but not in 2"(if), i.e., v occurs only in the homogeneous part of s (case 7), is 
similar to case 5 of CR-unlfy. If ~ occurs in both s and r(./) (case 8), the terms are not 
unifiable (see Lemma 5). 
For unifying substitutions, we use the procedure Map-, , / fy.  In looking for a unifier 
of two substitutions, as in testing for equality of substitutions, we restrict ourselves to 
the domain of the substitutions P (¢~) U P (¢~). In discussing Map-unify, the terminology 
corresponding pair o / te rms refers to a pair, <~1, t~>, where tl = e ly  and t2 = ¢2v for 
some v ~ V. We unify each corresponding pair of terms in turn, composing the unifiers, 
and applying the accumulated result to remaining pairs; the end result will be a set of 
unifiers of the substitutions. If any corresponding pair is not unifiable, after applying 
the accumulated substitution, then the accumulated substitution is not part of a unifier. 
4.3.  AN EXAMPLE 
This example shows unification in the equational theory, E, as presented in Figure 1. 
Let the inputs be terms, t - b -F (z * y) and s =- a q- z. Both are non-variable terms 
and the sub-theory of the root operator (÷ in both cases), is presented by El. Case 5 of 
CR-unify is the appropriate case. Following this branch, we compute the homogeneous 
terms, St = vl -t- v2 and s t = vs q- z, with respect o Fz, and the combined preserving 
substitution, ~t -- {vl ~ b, ~2 *- z * y, vs ~-- a}. 
The homogeneous terms are unified in the sub-theory of El, the AC theory for -F. 
El-unifying S t and s' results in a complete set of AC-unifiers. This set will contain two 
unifiers that are within ____v of: 
e2 = {~8 *-- v2, z ~ ~1}. 
We proceed by calling Map-uniby with ~1 and q. (Both 81 and ~2 will be considered 
eventually, and the choice of which unifier to look at first is arbitrary.) No unifiers are 
found using 01 because we are forced to unify a from F2 with b from Fb. 
We call Map-uni fy  again, this time with #2 and "/. Map-unl fy  proceeds until it is 
necessary to unify x * y, with a. The terms are E2-unifiable by the single most general 
unifier, {x *- a, y *-- a}. Using this E2-unifier, the single element of 53 is the substitution 
{z ~-- b, vl ~ b, v2 *--- a*  a, v3 ~ a * a, x +- a, y ~ a}. We can check our result by 
applying the substitution to the original terms, ~ and s and testing for equality modulo 
E. 
b -b ( a * a ) --E a-b b 
5. P roper t ies  of  Par t i t ioned  Theor ies  
Because E* is partitioned, the terms in T/= E have some interesting properties related to 
the partitioning. We begin with some definitions relevant o partitioned theories. Section 
5.1 gives a property of unification in collapse-free theories, and Section 5.2 a property in 
collapse-free r gular theories. The main result of Section 5.3 is more universal in nature, 
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showing a relationship between equations in E* and homogeneous equations in Ei*; 
unfortunately the applicability of the result is limited, as it pertains only to collapse-free 
theories. 
Throughout his section we will assume a given set of equations, •, defining a strictly 
consistent equational theory. E* is partitioned by r = {El, E2, ..., En), which also defines 
a partition on the universe of symbols, S, of E*. For each sub-theory there exists a 
sound, complete, protective, terminating unification algorithm. We make no other global 
assumptions on E* and will be careful to point out cases in which E* is assumed to be 
collapse-free or regular. 
There is a partial order on terms defined as t_s if and only if t is a subterm of s. 
Additionally, t is proper in s, written t-~s, if t s& t ~ s. We use these to define another 
partial order on terms that is contained in ~ but takes into account the equivalence 
classes of function symbols defined by ~r. 
DEFINITION. Given a partition =~ on S, a term t, an occurrence o E ¢ (t) is said to be 
significant in t if and only if either: 
1. o = ~, in which case t /o = t, 
2. or, o is not strict in t, i.e., t /o  is a variable, 
3. or, (t/o).head #~ ( t /pre~(o)) .head.  
In other words, an occurrence in a term t, is significant if the subterm at the occurrence 
is has a head symbol in a different partition of S than the symbol it occurs under. In 
addition, the empty occurrence and all variable occurrences in a term are significant. 
DEFINITION. The term s is a sig~zificant subterm of t, denoted s___, t, if and only if: 
3o e ¢ (t) such that t /o = s and o is a significant occurrence in t. 
Note that s may appear at both significant and insignificant occurrences within t, 
but if at least one occurrence is significant, then s is significant in t. For example, if S 
has an equivalence class {*, a}, then a-~a + (z * a), although only one occurrence of a 
is significant. If s is proper in t as well as significant, we write s-~, t. 
The relevance of significant subterms is suggested by considering an arbitrary term, 
t, its homogeneous form, ~, and the preserving substitution, ,~ = 2(t, t). All terms in 
~(q) are significant in t. The only significant subterms of the homogeneous term, ~, are 
t itself and the variables in the t. 
5 .1.  CLASHES IN COLLAPSE-FREE THEORIES 
In this section we present a lemma pertaining to collapse-free theories, characterizing the 
way in which unification is simplified in these theories. Lemma 3 shows that in collapse- 
free theories there are no equations whose right and left head symbols are constrained 
by different sub-theories. 
LEMMA 3. If E* is a collapse-free theory, then t =E s =~ t.Aead =v s.head. 
PROOF. By induction on the proof in E*, starting from the axioms in ~r. [] 
We can reformulate Lemma 3 for the unification problem, i.e., two non-variable terms 
with head symbols constrained by different sub-theories are not unifiable. The condition 
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is a generalization of the clash condition in classical unification, that head symbols must 
be identical, or the ~erms are not unifiable. 
Lemma 3 shows that collapse-freeness i  sufficient for the completeness of case 4 of 
CR-unlfy where an empty set of unifiers is returned for non-variable terms with head 
symbols in different equivalence classes. The condition is necessary as well, since an 
axiom x --- ](x) can be instantiated to give an equal pair of terms a ----E f (a) ,  even when 
a ~= ].  Such a construction is always possible in a theory with collapse axioms, and 
thus case 4 cannot be a failure case. 
5 .2 .  CYCLES IN COLLAPSE-FREE REGULAR THEORIES 
The following lemmas give some characterizations of the equality relation in theories that 
are regular in addition to collapse-flee. Lemma 4 states that given two equal terms, the 
sets of equivalence classes of all significant subterms of the two terms are equal. It is 
used to prove Lemma 5, which states that no term is equal modulo E to any subterm of 
a proper significant subterm of itself. 
LEMMA 4. I /E*  is collapse-free regular, and ~ =~. s, then for all t'-<~ ~ there exists sl'<,s 
such that t' =E s'. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of proof that ~ =E s, starting from the axioms in 
LEMMA 5. If E ~ {8 collapse-free and regular, and $, s, and r are terms such that $'<r-<,s, 
then ~ ~.  s. 
PROOF. By structural  induction on s. 
1. Basis: If s is a variable or constant, then ~r-<,s, so the hypothesis is vacuously 
true. 
2. Inductive step: I f  s is a non-variable, non-constant term, then there are three cases 
to consider with respect o t. 
(a) If t is a variable, then t 5~E z by the collapse-freeness of E*. 
(b) If $ is a non-variable term such that t.he~d ~= z.head ~hen $ ~.  s by Lemma 
3. 
(c) If ~ is a non-variable term such that t.head =,r s.head, then assume t =E s 
and derive a contradiction. 
3s' such that t___s'-<as and s'.head ~r  s.head. (The existence of the 
significant subterm, r, between ~ and s implies the existence of s '  
with non-equivalent head symbol.) 
Since $.~ead ¢ s'.head, t must be proper in s' and we have t-<sl-<~s. 
By Lemma 4, ~ ---~. s and sl_<~s implies there is some t'___~ t such that 
t p ~-~E sl. 
From Lemma 3, it.head --~r s I.head. 
Therefore, t ' .head ~ $.head, implying t I must be is proper in ~, and we 
have t'-<~ $-<sl-<~s. 
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Apply the induction hypothesis to s t, using ~' for both t and r, and s I 
for s. 
By the induction hypothesis, t ~ #E s', which is a contradiction. 
[]  
We can restate Lemma 5 as necessary condition for E-unification problem: If r~ss  
and v E "P(r), then v and s are not unifiable. Just as Lemma 3 generalized clashes 
to the the equational case, Lemma 5 is a generalization of cycle detection in classical 
unification. 
The existence of the significant subterm, r, in Lemma 5 is necessary. For example,  
the theory presented by E = (f(a) =E a} is collapse-free and regular, ~hough a~f(a) 
and, thus, f(z) and z are E-unifiable. 
Lemma 5 shows that regularity along with collapse-freeness i  sufficient for the com- 
pleteness of case 8 of Vat-unify, where it returns the empty set when a variable is 
to be unified with a term containing the variable below the homogeneous part  of the 
term. We can again see the necessity of the condition by considering an example: Let  
E = {a = f(x)} and notice the pair of terms z and f(g(z)) are unifiable by the substi-  
tution {z *- a}, though z occurs below the free symbol g. Any non-regular axiom will  
yield such an example since the non-regular variable can be instantiated with a te rm 
built a symbol from a different sub-theory, and containing the other side of the equat ion 
as a subterm. 
5.3.  HOMOGENEITY PRESERVES EQUALITY 
Justification is needed for our process of dividing the unification problem in E* into 
problems in the E~*'s. We begin, in this section, with the goal of showing a relat ionship 
between equations in E* and the equations in its sub-theories. Unfortunately~ it is not  
the case that t =E s =~ t =El s. However, a similar statement is true, but  requires a 
more sophisticated notion of homogenization. 
The homogenizing operation in Section 3.2 is not unique for a given input~ but may 
vary in the names of new variables. Here we define a function U-Homog~ making use a 
special set of variables, U. The functions defined in this section are used solely as aids 
in the proof of completeness and are not used in the implementation of CR-uni£y. 
Let U be a set of variables representing the equivalence classes of terms in the E*. 
There is one variables for each element of quotient algebra~ T(S, X -U) /=~.  We represent 
each variable in U by u[t], where f is some term containing no variables in U. By 
definition, ~ ---E s =~ u[$] = Uis], i.e., uit ] and ~[s] are two denotations for the same 
variable. In the following, we assume the existence of this set, U, as it is universal ly 
defined for E*, and denote X - U, the complement of U: by -,U. 
The function, U-Homog, is similar to Homog except that each maximal  subterm 
whose head is not in the set F will be replaced with an element of U rather than with an 
arbitrary new variable. The following definition of U-Homog differs from the definit ion 
of Homog only in case 3. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a set of function symbols and t be a term containing no var iables 
in U. U-Homog(t, F) is defined as follows: 
1. If t is a variable, then U-Homog(t, F) = t. 
2. If t = f ( t l , . . . ,  t~) and f E F, then 
V-Homog( , F) F), ..., F)). 
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3. u t = f ( t~,  ..., t , )  and  f ¢ v then U-gomog(~,  F) = uft I . 
We extend the notion of homogeneity and the homogenizing function to substitutions, 
A subst itut ion cr is homogeneous with respect o a set of function symbols, F, if and only 
if U t  E ~(o-) ~'(~) _c F. We define a function U-HomogMap on substitutions, which is 
analogous to U-Homog on terms. 
DEFINITION. Let ¢r be a substitution containing no variables from U (i.e., (P(cr) U 
I (or)) (q U = ~) and let F be a set of function symbols. Then U-HomogMap(cf, F) is a 
subst i tut ion such that P(U.HomogMap(cr, F)) __C D(a) U U and for all v E p(cr) U U: 
1. U-HomogMap(cr, F) v = U-Homog(gv, F), for v ¢~ U, 
2. U-HonaogMap(cr, F)u[t I = u[at] , for Ult I E U 
Unlike other substitutions, the domain of substitutions formed by U-HomogMap may be 
infinite, since infinitely m~ny elements of U may be mapped to different variables. When 
the value of F is clear from context, we will use ~ and ~ to denote U-Homog($, F) and 
U-HomogMap(cr, F), respectively. Henceforth, we will assume no substitution or term 
contains a variable from U, unless formed from U-Homog or U-HomogMap. 
The main  result of this section is Lemma 8, which shows equality is preserved in going 
from E* to El*, by applying U-Homog. Lemma 6 is used in the proof of Lemma 8 and 
show commutat ion properties for U-Homog. (Lemma 7 will be used in Section 6.2.) 
LEMMA 6. For any set of function symbols, F: 
~= o-~. 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of $. [] 
LEMMA 7. For any set of f  unction symbols, F: 
~I  oG 2 -= G1 o 0" 2 .  
PROOF.  By  cases on v E X. [] 
Lemma 8 will be the key to our completeness argument. 
LEMMA 8. If F is the se~ of constrained symbol8 for some sub-theory, El* of E*, and 
E* is collapse-free, then: 
$=E s=> ~=E, ~. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of proof of t =• s, starting from the axioms in 7r. 
1. Basis: If t =B s is an axiom in some Ey E ~r, then: 
(a) If  E i = El, i.e., ~ =E s E El, then $ and s must be homogeneous in F. 
Therefore, t = t, ~ = s, and ~ = ~ ~ Ei, so there is a proof in El. 
(b) If Ea. # El, i.e., ~ =~. s ¢ E~ then assume, since E* is collapse-free, that both 
and s are non-variables. Furthermore, by disjointness of function symbols in 
elements of ~r we know ~r(t) U ~r(s) N F = ¢. Thus, t = u[~} and ~ = u[s] and 
since $ =E s, it follows from the definition of U-Homog that u[$] and U{s] are 
identical and thus u[~] =Et u[sl by reflexivity. 
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2. Inductive step: Consider each possible inference rule for the last step in the proof. 
(a) Reflexive, symmetric and transitive rules: Obvious. 
(b) Equality: Deduce f ( t l ,  ..., ~) ----E /(Sl, ..., s~) from ~5 ----E sj., for 1 _< j _< n. 
By the induction hypothesis, ~3" =~.i ~a' for 1 _< 3'_< n. There are two cases on 
/: 
i. I f /  E F, then ~-- f(~l, . . . ,~) and ~---- f(~l, ...,~n}, so ~ ----~., ~ is implied 
by the equality rule. 
ii. I f /  9~ F, then ~ = u{~] andS--'- u[s]. Since t ---~ s, u[t I and u{a I are 
identical, and thus "{ ----~., ~ by reflexivity. 
(c / Instantiation" From ~' ---~. s' deduce crt' ---~. ~rs', where t is at' and s is ~rs. By 
the inductive hypothesis we know ~ -~.~ s -7 and applying the substitution F to 
this equation we get ~ '  =E~ ~s', which by by Lemma 6 implies ~ '  =E, ~s'. 
But, ~r*' is t, and ~s' is s, so this gives ~ =~.t ~. 
[] 
The assumption that E* is collapse-free is necessary. Without it, case (b) in the basis 
case of the proof would not hold. Consider E = {z = g(z)}, and let E~* be the empty 
theory with free symbols F = {f, a}. Then f(a) = f(a) #E, f(u[~(a)]) = f(g(a)).  
6. P roo f  of Par t ia l  Cor rectness  
This section presents the proof of partial correctness for the OR-unlfy procedure. The 
proof is done by induction on the depth of recursion and makes use of two main lemmas" 
a soundness lemma and a completeness lemma. 
We have included, informally, the protectiveness property in our correctness criterion 
for unification algorithms because the completeness and termina~i0n of a unification 
algorithm depend it. However, for the sake of simplicity, we have not included the 
protectiveness proof. It appears in (Yelick, 1985} and is an uninteresting eneralization 
of the protectiveness argument for AC-unification (Fages, 1983). Note that  this has also 
allowed an overly simple, but presumably more readable, presentation of OR.unlfy, since 
the problem of generating new variables was treated informally. 
6.1. SOUNDNESS 
The soundness argument says roughly that if q is the preserving substitution for ~, ~, 
and ~, s, then for any sub-theory unifier, 6, of the homogeneous terms, all E-unifiers of 8 
and '7 are E-unifiers of $ and s. 
LEMMA 9. Let F~ be the set of constrained symbol8 for E~ 6 ~ and let, $ and s be homo. 
geneous terms ir~ Fi. I /V,  8, and a are substitutions then: 
PROOF. 
6t =E 6s 
(,, o 6) ,  (,, o 6)s, 
by hypothesis 
since E~ is a sub-theory of E 
by applying the substitution, cr
substituting a o y for ~r o 
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[] 
6.2.  C OMPLETENESS 
For convenience, we will use the following notation throughout his section. Let t and 
s be terms with compatible head symbols, i.e., either one is a variable and the other is 
not, or they are both non-variables with heads constrained by the same sub-theory. Let 
"~ be the combined preserving substitution for t and s and E~.uni~ be the sub-theory 
unification algorithm for the sub-theory constraining t.head and s./~ead. 
The completeness argument says roughly that for any F_~unifier, 0, there exists some 
sub-theory unifier, 0, of the homogeneous terms, and a computed E-unifier of 8 and 
that  is more general than 0. The main lemmas are 11 and 14, the proofs of which 
rely heavily on the results of Section 5. Lemma 11 shows the decomposition process 
is complete, that every E-unlfier is made up only of pieces of E~-unifiers. The second 
lemma, Lemma 14, shows the combination process of unifying substitutions i complet% 
that all the necessary combinations of Ei-unifier pieces are considered. 
In Lemma 8, we showed that equality in E* implied equality of homogenized terms in 
the sub-theories. However, the result was for U-Homog rather than Homog (i.e., ~" rather 
than t). As noted, the definition of ~ and "~ axe identical except in the names of variables 
used to replace subterms. When F is [$./~ead], t is an instance of ~ for any t, and we can 
relate $ to ~ by finding the match of -~ by ~. In fact, this match is the homogeneous part 
(by U-HomogMap) of the preserving substitution for ~ and ~. 
Pt~OPOSITION i0. /~F = [~.head] and "~ = 2(~,~), then 
~ = ~. 
We now prove one of the key results for completeness. Lemma 11 shows the existence 
of an E~-unifier of the homogenized terms for any E-unifier of the unhomogenized terms, 
and just as important, gives a way of constructing the Ei-unifier from the E-unlfier. 
LEMMA 1 1. If E* is collapse-free then: 
PI%OO_F. 
crt =El ~ by Lemma 8 
by Lemma 6 
by Proposition 10 
by Lemma 7 
[] 
If all E-unifiers, ~r of t and s were also anE-unifiers of their preserving substitution, 
"~, and some sub-theory unifier, 0, of ~ and ~, we would be nearly finished. While this 
is not the case, there is another substitution that unifies 7 and 0, has a larger domain 
than o, but is equal to ~r on the variables of ~ and s. The following definition will help 
us construct his latter substitution for any given unifier. 
Let # be a substitution called the universal E-preserving substitution, which maps 
each variable in U to some element of the equivalence class of terms it represents. I.e., 
P(~) = U, and for u[t] E U, let ~u[t } -- t', for some t' such that ~' =E t. The choice of 
which term in the equivalence class to use is not important. 
By construction, we now have the following property: 
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PROPOSITION 12. For any term, ~, and any set of functior~ symbols, F: 
This does not extend directly to homogenized substitutions, because the domain of 
contains all variables in U. Instead, we have the following property. 
PROPOSITION 13. For any set F of~unction symbols: 
~o~= E cro#. 
PROOF. We can showVv eX,(cro/z)v-- -E (/zoF)v. [] 
Lemma 14 shows that the substitution ao/~ is art E-unifier of ~ and sub-theory unifier, 
~, constructed in Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 14. If cr is an E-unifier o/~ and s, and ~ = F-5--q~p(#o~), then: 
PROOF. 
o = (~--~) =~.  (~ o 7) o 
~o~o (~--~) =E ~o~o~o~ 
~ o ~ o (~--~-q~) =~ ~o7o~ 
~ o/~ o {a--6-~)-~.-"u ~o~o~ 
cr o/~ o 8 =E a o/~ o,,/ 
from Proposition 13 
by applying 
by idempotence 
since U _ X 
since P(~) = U 
since I ('7) n U = 0 and P (/z) N-,U = 
since P (~'~'~) - D(~) C_ U 
since (P(~) u P(0)) n U = 0 
[] 
From Lemma 14 we know that every unifier of ~ and s can be found by unifying 
with each E~-unifier of ~ and §. In fact, it is sufficient o consider only some complete set 
of E~-unifiers. While this is not surprising, it does require some technical properties on 
the substitutions being used. We collect these in the following general lemma, 
LEMMA 15. Let 8, 8', "~,p be idempotenZ substltutionsj and V a set of variables uch ~hat 
V D__ D(O) u P(O') u I('~). Then 6' <_v 8&p e Uz(6,~) ~: 
~¢ e uE(~',~),  ¢ =E v -~( ' )  p. 
PROOf'. Let ~" o e' =v  e, and assume ~i~ho. t  lo~s of generality D(~') C (D(e) - P(O')) U 
I(8'). Note, D(r) Q D(@') = ~ By the assumption on r and iaempotence of e'. We show 
the lemma holds for ¢ = # o ?-. 
v-p(.~) V -P (@ If s First, show pot  ---'E p. Let z E ~ P(r), then porz =1~ p~ trivially. 
Otherwise, ff z E fl(z), then: 
porx=~poro~'~ x¢P(~' )by  D(r) ND(~')= 
----E POSZ since x 6V  
=E p o~/z from p e U~ (8)7) 
=E p~ since • ~ P ('~) 
We use this in showing p o r is a unifier of 8' and 7. 
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po@=Epoq 
poroS '= v po8 
poroS '= v po-  r 
v-p(~)  P poT~-  E 
p o ? =~('r) p 
po~/=V po?o~ 
po?'o@' = V poToq 
by hypothesis 
from ~" o 8' =v  8 
shown above 
since ,rC7 ) c V and oct )  ~ Z(~) = 
[] 
6.3 .  CORRECTNESS THEOREM 
Theorem 1 is the partial correctness theorem for CR-unify. We show that for any E- 
unifier, CR-unify will produce one that is more general, and that all produced substi- 
tutions are unifiers. The proof, similar to the ones for AC-unification in (Stickel, 1981; 
Fages, 1983), is by double induction. The primary induction is on the depth of recursion 
in CR-unify, and the secondary induction is on the number of interations in Map-unlfy. 
THEOREM I. Le~ E* be a partitioned theory with eorree~ sub-theory urdfiea~ion proce- 
dures, and assume CR-unify(~, s) terminates returning ~. Then ~ is a CSUE($,s). 
PROOF. By induction on the depth of recursion in CR-unffy, the pr imary induction. 
The basis cases are 1 and 4 of CR-unify and 6 and 8 of Vat-unify, while 5 and 7 are 
inductive cases. (Cases 2 and 3 are calls to Vat.unify, covered in cases 6-8.) 
Case i: Both terms are variables, thus all unifiers are instances of {$ ~ s} and the 
substitut ion is itself a unifier. 
Case 4: The terms are non.variables such that ~.head ~ s.head. By Lemma 3 such 
terms are not unifiable. 
Case 6: One term is a variable not contained in the other. The substitution (v 4-- s} 
is a unifier, of which all others are instances. 
Case 8: One term is a variable and the other contains the same variable somewhere 
below its homogeneous generalization, ~. By Lemma 5 such terms are not unifiable. 
Case 5: Both t and s are non-variables, with t.head =~ s.head. ~ is generated by 
Map-unify(% ~), where q = P (t, ~} LJ P (s, ~) and 8 E e = E~-un/fy(~, ~). (E~* is the theory 
constraining Is.head]). Show ~ is a CSUE(8, 7) by induction on n = card(P(8) U P(q)), 
the secondary induction. 
Soundnes~ and completeness of Map-unlfy by ir~duction on n: If n = O, then ~ = 8 = 
e, and the single returned substitution, e, is trivially a CSU~ (8, "y). If n > 0, then ¢r E D is 
of the form ~ = wr~ o...owl, where wy E fly = CR.unify(wi_l o...ow~ oSvy,wi-l o...owlTv3') 
and vy E P (~)UP (8). Let D = P (8) LAP (7 ) -  { v,~ }. By the secondary induction hypothesis,  
{0J,_ 1 o...  00)1o IO)j e ~'J3'} is a CSU E (TID, 0[D), and by the primary induction hypothesis,  
f~,~ is a CSUE(w=-I o ...OWl o 8vy ,~- I  o ... owl oqvy), thus D = {w~ o ... ow~[wy e f4"} 
is a CSU~(8, ~). 
Sounelness of CR-unlf~ Show all ¢ ~ ~ axe unifiers of t and s. By correctness of the 
• • ^ ^ 
procoduro, e a CSU , s). Thu , for each of 8 e e ,  7, o, and meet 
the conditions of Lemma 9, using $ and s for ~and s. Therefore, cr E ~ :~ ~$ ~E OrS. 
Completeness of CR-unlfy. Show for all p, p$ =~. ps, there is a c, ~ P, such that  
cr <V p, where V = 3)(~) L) ~) (s). Fix p, and let 0 = p--G~[Dt;o~). 
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e e, e' <  t ovl l- 0 
O' .vup(~) 0 
po l~oO =F, po  p. oq  
3¢,¢oe' 
~aen,~ < v ¢ 
from Lemma 11 
by completeness of Ei-unify 
V U P('1) is protected in t~i-unff-y 
since E~* is a subtheory of E* 
Lemma 14 
Lemma 15 with V U "~ (~) U ~)(~) for V 
by completeness of M~p-unify 
Therefore, ~ <v p o/~ _<v p, since D (/~) n V = #, 
Case 7: One term is a variable, v, and the other is a non-variable, s. ~ is generated 
by Map-unify, and the proof follows case 5 with v in place of t. [] 
7. P roo f  of  Terminat ion  
The termination proof will be by noetherian induction. Classical induction is based on 
a total ordering, typically the 'less than' ordering on the natural numbers. Noetherian 
induction is more general in that it is based on a noetherian ordering, i.e., a partial 
ordering with no infinite decreasing paths. The reader is referred to (Cohn, 1965) and 
(Huet, 1980) for some background on noetherian i duction and orderings. Our noetherian 
ordering is given in Section 7.1. It is an ordering on pairs of terms, and will be shown to 
decrease with each recursive call from CR-unify. Section 7.2 contains ome properties of 
the ordering, e.g., sufficient conditions for term pairs being ordered or not. 
The ordering is a generalization of Fages' ordering to prove termination of AC- 
unification, just as the entire proof is based on the structure of his termination proof 
(Fages, 1984). There are non-trivial differences between our proof and Fages', mainly 
due to case 7 of Var-unlfy which would be a failure case for the AC-theory. If we re- 
turned the empty set in case 7, then the algorithm would be complete for a smaller class 
of theories corresponding to those of Kirchner (1985). 
7,1. A NOETHEt~IAN ORDERING FOR E-UNIFICATION 
Our noetherian ordering is a lexicographic extension of two other orderings on pairs of 
terms, given by the cardinalities of sets SigTerms and MultiVars, defined below. 
We begin with the notion of the parents of a term t in s, which we denote Pare nts (t, s). 
A parent is an operator symbol in s having $ as an argument. A special null operator, n, 
is included denote the parent of a term within itself. We will be interested in the parents 
of a term only up to equivalence classes of X from ~r. (LeG In I = {n).) 
DEFINITION. The parent sets of ~ in s, written ParSers (~, s) are: 
1. If Y-- s, then ParSet.s($,s): {{n}}, 
2. otherwise ParSets(t,s) -- {[f]13/(sl, ...,s,~)-<s & sl = ~, for some i}. 
Because each E~-unification procedure is assumed to terminate, it is is appropriate 
for the current discussion to think of the unification of two homogeneous terms from 
the same sub-theory as being a single computation. Expanding on this idea, it is more 
difficult to unify a term with many inhomogeneous subterms than one that is close to 
being homogenous, even if the more homogeneous term has a larger actual size. This 
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should help motivate the first measure of complexity. Let SigTerms be the set of non- 
variable significant subterms of the inputs, i.e., SigTerms(~, s) = {rlr is a non-variable 
term • (r___st orr-<ss)}. 
The intuition behind the second complexity measure is more subtle, but is related 
to SigTerms in the following sense: If a variable occurs under more than one operator 
equivalence classes of S, then any substitution of a non-variable term for the variables 
will result in at least one new strict significant occurrence in the resulting term. Let 
Mul~iVars be the set of variables occurring under more than one function symbol class 
in the inputs, i.e., MultiVars(t, s) = {=1= e X e card(ParEe~s(x, t)UParSets(x,s)) > 1} 
We measure the complexity of a unification problem by the cardlnalities of Mul~iVars 
and SigTerms, and use this measure of complexity to define an orderings on the inputs. 
DEFINITION. Given ~1, sl, t2, s2, let: 
u~ = MultiVars(~l, sl), rl = SigTerms(t~, s~), 
u~. = Mu1~iVars(t~, s~), r~ = SigTerms(t~, s2). 
The orderings "~c and ~c are given by: 
card(u1)) < cardCu2)) , or (card(u1) = card(~,9.) & card(r1) < caxd(¢2)). 
• and o ly 
To provide a sound basis for an inductive proof, ~C must be noetherian, as stated in 
Lemma 16. 
LEMMA 16. The ~C orderinq is noetherian. 
PROOF. It is the lexieographic extension two instances of the less than total ordering 
on the natural numbers. [] 
7 .2.  SOME PROPERTIES OF THE ORDERING 
The inductive hypothesis within the proof of termination can only be applied to pairs of 
terms that are strictly smaller (in this case by the -<c ordering) than the given pair of 
terms. We will use the following lemmas to show that recursive calls are made to strictly 
smaller terms than the input terms. Lemmas 17 and 18 give independent conditions 
that are each sufficient for one pair of terms being less than another by the "~c ordering. 
Lamina 17 shows that two non-variable proper significant subterms of two terms have 
strictly smaller complexity than the two terms; it will apply in case 5 of CR.unify where 
the algorithm recurses over non-variable arguments. 
LEMMA 17. Let ~1, and sl be non-variable proper significant subterms of ~2 or s2, i.e., 
(t l -%t2 or ~1-<,s2) ~z (sl-~t~ or sl-%s2). Then: 
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PROOF. Let vl = MultiVars(t,, s~), r~ = SigTerms(tl, sl), w2 = Mul~iVars(t2, ,~.), and 
r2 = SigTerms(tz, s~). Since tl and sl are subterms of t2 or s2, all variables occurrences 
in t, or s~ correspond to some occurrence in ta or 82. Since tl and sl are non-variable 
terms, all variables in tl or sl will occur under an operator they occurred under in tu or 
s~., so vl C_ v2 and card(v1) < card(v2). It is now sufficient o show rl c r2. 
All significant subterms of tl or sl are significant in t2 or zu since tl and s~ are 
themselves ignificant in t2 or su. However, either ~2 or s= has the property that  it is 
a subterm of neither ~ nor s, and thus r~ C r=. (Note that one but not both of t= or 
s= may occur in t, or s~, since tu may, for example, be a subterm of s,.)  Therefore, 
card(~) < c~a(~=) aud (~, s~)-~c(t~, s~). [] 
Lemma 17 depends on all terms involved being non-variable. For example, let ~x be 
a variable with one occurrence in sz and no occurrences outside sl in t~ and su. In this 
case t~ ~ v~, because it occurs under the null symbol in itself and one other in s~, but  
~1 ~ v~. For case 7 of Var-un/fy, where the algorithm reeurses over a variable and a 
non-variable term, we need Lemraa 18. 
LEMMA 18. Let r be a non-variable proper significant subterm oft  or s, and le~ x be a 
,a~¢abl~ s~ch that c~re(ParSets(~, t)U Pa~Sas(~,~)) > 1. The~: 
(~, r)-<c(t, s). 
PROOF. Let vl = MultiVas's(z,r), rl = SigTerms(z,r), vu = MultiVars(t,s), and 
r2 = SigTerms( t,s). 
Since r is a subterm of ~ or s, all variable occurrences in r will occur under the 
same operator sets in either t or s and since z will be in MultiVars, its new occurrence 
under {n} will not place any new variables in MultiVars. Therefore, vl _ vg. and 
card(v1) < card(w2). By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 17, r~ c 0"2, and 
thus (~,~)~c(t,s). [] 
Lemmas 17 and 18 will not be enough to show that  the complexity decreases with 
reeursion, since Map-unify applies the accumulated unifier to the next corresponding 
pair of terms before calling CR-unlfy. In general, applying a substitution to a term may 
increase its complexity. The following definitions and lemmas give sufficient condit ions 
on a substitution and pair of terms such that the substitution will not increase the 
complexity of the pair of  terms. We first give the conditions for elementary substitutions, 
i.e., substitutions of the form {z +- s}, having no more than one element in their domain.  
DEFINITION. An elementary substitution ~ is elementary non-lncreasing for t and s ff 
and only if it is of one of the following forms: 
1. {t 4-- s}, where t E X & ~ ~ s, or similarly, {s +-- t} where s e X & s ~ t. 
2. {z +- r}, where z ¢~ V (r} and 
(ParSe~(~, ~) U Pa~Set~(~, s)) n CParSe~(r, *) u ParSeCs(r, 43 ~ 0 
3. {z +-- y}, where either y is a fresh variable or 
(ParSers(z, t) U ParSet~ (~, s)) n (ParSers(V, t) U ParSe*s (y, s)) # 0 
4. {z +- r}, where r is a non-variable homogeneous term such that x ~ ~( r )  and 
It.head] E ParSers(z, t) U ParSets(x,s) and Yy E 3J(r) either y is a fresh variable 
or [r.heaal e Pa~Sets(v, t)u ParSers(y, s) 
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5. {t +--- r}, where r is a non-variable homogeneous term such that t ~ l)(r) 
and Is.head] e ParSers(t, 8) and r.heaa =~ 8.~ead and VV ~ ~(r)  either V 
is a fresh vaxiable or [r.head] e ParSetnCy, t) U ParSers[y, s). (Similarly for $ and 
s reversed.) 
6. {x * -  r}, where r is a non-variable homogeneous term such that  z ~ ~ (r) and 
there exists a significant subterm, r ' ,  of either t or s such that  r.head =~r r ' .head 
and (Pa ,Set , ( . .  t) . Pa.SetsCx, s)) n (Pa ,~, t , ( . ' . t )  U Pa .SeU( . ' . s ) )  # ¢ and 
[/.head] E ParSets(z,r') and Yv E "P(r) either y is a fresh variable or [r.head] 
P~s~t~(v, ~) u e~s~t ,  (v, 8). 
Lemma 19 states that  complexity (by -<c) of a pair of terms does not increase with 
appl icat ion of an e lementary non-increasing substitution. 
LEMMA 19.  If or is elementary non.increasing for t ariel 8, then: 
PROOF. Let  vl ----- MultiVars(aQ ors), r~ = SigTerms(cr~,crs), v2 = MuleiVars(t, s), and 
~2 = SigTerms(t, 8). Consider each case of an elementary non-increasing subst i tut ion:  
1. ~zt = ors = s, and ~ ~ v2. Therefore, vl = v2 and rl = r2. 
2. r_<t orr__s ,  so v l  C v2. I fvx  = v2, then x has only onepaxent  set. S i s te r  and 
z have some parent set in common,  the new occurrences of r in o't or ors will be 
significant if and only if there was a significant occurrence of r in ~ or s. Therefore, 
r~ C r2. 
3. If y is a f resh  variable, then cr is simply a variable renaming,  so card(v1) = 
~ara(~) .  Othe~,ise, there is ~ tom.on  p~ent  set of - and V, so c~d( .~)  _< 
cara(~) .  In ~ither case, card(~} <_ c~a( .~) .  
4. Let Y E ~ (r). If Y is a fresh variable, then all occurrences of y in at or ors are in 
r and, since r is homogeneous,  card(ParSers(y, ~) U ParSe*s(V, s)) = 1. Otherwise, 
there is a common parent set of y and x~ so y E vl only if x E v2 or  y E v2. 
Therefore, card(v1) < card(v2). If card(vx) = card(v2), then x must  have occurred 
under  only one parent se~ and this set is Jr./mad]. Therefore, any occurrences of r 
in a t  or as will not  be significant and by homogeneity of r, none of its subterms 
will be significant, so card(n)  _< card(r2). 
5. ~ occurs under  {n} and [z.head], so card(ParSets(t,t)U ParSets(t, 8)) > 1. All 
other  variables in r are either new, and by homogeneity of r have only one parent  
set, or already occur under [r.head] in t or 8. Therefore, card(v l )  < card(v2). 
6. x occurs in t or s under both [r'.head] and the set of symbols distinct f rom It ' .head] 
under  which r '  occurs to make it significant. Therefore, x occurs under more  than 
one set of symbols  in t or 8 and not at all in ~rt. All other variables in r occur  under 
mult ip le  parent  sets in c t  or as only if they did in t or s by the same argument  as 
in case (~), so ~ = ~ - 0:}. 
[] 
We extend the definit ion of non-increasing to more general substitut ions by  consid- 
ering a composi t ion of elementary non-increasing substitutions. 
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DEFINITION. If ¢r = ffr~ o ... o ai for n > 0, and a~" is e lementary non-increasing for 
~r~._~...al$ and ~j_]...~r~s, i < n, then a is said to be non-increaMng for t and s. 
Notice that the definition of non-increasing reflects the way in which subst i tut ions are 
bui lt  in Map-unify. Lemma 20 extends the property of Lemma 19 to the more general  
non-increasing substitutions. 
LEMMA 20. If rr is a non-increasir~g substitutior~ for ~ and s, then: 
(at, ~s)___c (t, s). 
PROOF. By induction on n using Lemma 19. [] 
LEMMA 21. Let t', s' be subterms of t or s i.e., (t'__* or t'-<s) $¢ (s'__.t or s'__.s), such 
,h~, (P~s**s(,', t) o ~rS,~s(t ' ,  ~)) n (F~rS~*~(s', t) O P~S**~(~', ~)) # ~. Z/~ ¢~ .o~-  
ir~creasing for t ~ and s ~, then ~ is non-iucreasing for ~ and s. 
PP, OOF. Examine the elementary factors of ~ to show that  each of the condit ions 
that  makes it non-increasing for t t and # correspond to some conditions that make it 
non-increasing for t and s. 
1, 
2. 
3. 
. 
5. 
{t' ~-- s'} corresponds to form 2 for t and s. 
{x ~ r}, where r is a significant subterm of t' or s' is still form 2 for t and s since 
P~rS~,s(~, t') u P~S~ts (~, s') c_ P~S~s(~, t) u P~S~(~,  ~) and P~S~t~ (r, *') U 
P~rS~tsCr, s') c_ P~rS~sC~, t) u P~set~Cr, s). 
{x *-- y} for t' and s I is still fo rm 3 for t and s since 
ParSers(x, t') t3 ParSets(~, s') C. ParSers(x, t) 0 ParSe*s(x, s) and 
P~rS~(~, t') u P~rS~ts(y, ~') C_ P~S~ts(V, *) u P~rS~t~(v, ~). 
{x ~-- r}, where ris a homogeneous term is also form 4 for ~ and s since 
_ParSers(x, t') U ParSe~s(x,s')  C ParSe~s(x,t) U ParSets(z ,s)  and Vy E ~( r )  
[r.ho~d] e (P~rS~(v, ¢) u P~S~,(v,  ~')), then [r.he~dl e (P~S~ts(y, *) u 
{t +-- r}, where r is homogeneous in [s.head] is form 6 for t and s. The  term s' acts 
as r '  in form 6 of the definition. 
6. {x ~-- r}, where r is homogeneous and there is an r '  as described, is sti l l  fo rm 
6, since all significant subterms of t t and # (including t' and s t, themselves) are 
significant in t or s. 
[] 
The following technical definition will be used in our proof of terminat ion to show that  
non-tr iv ial  recursive calls are made only to pairs of terms that are significant and appear  
under a common set of symbols in the input terms with the accumulated subst i tut ion 
applied. The set V will contain variables occurring under F in ~, 8, and ~(~), the sub- 
theory unifier. We want this parent relationship to be preserved in the accumulated 
subst i tut ion cr to show that terms on recursive cal]s meet the conditions of Lemmas 17 
and 18. The property is not obvious in the proof since the corresponding pairs of terms 
are built from ~ and 7, rather than directly from t and s. 
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DEFINITION. Let F be a set of function symbols and V a set of variables. A substitution~ 
or, preserves F-parents ~J V in ~ and s, if and only if for all v ~ V: 
v e F e ParSets(  , t) 
7.3.  TERMINATION THEOREM 
Theorem 2 presents a proof of termination for the CR-unify procedure. The proof is by 
noetherian induction on the complexity of terms in the calls to CR-unify. The induc- 
tion step is proved using a secondary induction on the domain of variables over which 
Map-unify recurses. We make a simplifying assumption in this second induction, that 
Map-unlfy recurses over variables not in P{'y) before before any variables in P('y) are 
used. We conjecture that CR-unify terminates regardless of the order in which variables 
are used, but the proof would become more difficult since recursion would be allowed 
over non-significant subterms. 
THEOREM 2. Let E* be a partitioned theory with terminatir~g sub-theory unification 
procedures. For any terms, ~ arid s, CR-unlfy($, s) terminates. 
PROOF. By induction on $ and s using the "<c ordering, the pr imary induction. The 
basis cases are 1 and 4 of CR-unify and 6 and 8 of Var-unify, while 5 and 7 are inductive 
cases. (Cases 2 and 3 are calls to Var.unlfy, covered in cases 6-8.) Our proof requires a 
stronger induction hypothesis than termination alone; in addition, we prove that returned 
substitut ions are non-increasing for t and s. 
Case 1: ~r = {C +-- s} is non-increasing because it is either the identity substitution 
or of form 1 in the definition of elementary non-irLcreasing. 
Case 4: The hypothesis holds vacuously since the empty set is returned. 
Case 6: ~r = {t +-- s) is of form I in the defin.ltion of elementary non-increasing. 
Case 8: Again, the empty set is returned. 
Cases 5 and 7: In case 5 $ and s are non-variables, with t.head =~ s.head, while in 
case 7 c is replaced by v. We will use the notation from case 5, but will not assume C 
is non-variable. ~ is generated by Map-unify(f, 0), where ~/= P(~, ~)tA P(s, ~) and 0 e 
0 = El-unify(t, g). (E~* is the theory constraining is.head]). F-~-unify terminates by the 
hypothesis on sub-theory unification procedures. Show Map-unify terminates and every 
cr e ~ is non-increasing for ~ and s by a secondary induction on n = card(P(0) O P(~/)). 
In addit ion, let V = ~)(~) U ~(§) (A ~'(0), F = is.head], and show cr preserves F-parents of 
V in t and s. 
Termination of Map-unify and nor~-increasing nature of cr by induction on n: If n =- O, 
then "7 = 0, Map-unify returns immediately, and the single returned substitution, e, is 
tr ivial ly non-increasing. If n > 0, then ¢r = wn o... owt, where ¢%. e fig = CR-unify($y, sj), 
ty = oJ3._ ~ o ...OWl o0vj,  s~. = %._t o...o~0z~v3.), and v i e P(7) UP(0).  By the secondary 
induction hypothesis, the computation of each of the f ]~- l ' s  in Map-unify terminates, 
and wn-1 o ... o wl is non-increasing for t and s. Recall our simplifying assumption on 
the order in which variables are chosen in Map-un/f~ v ]¢  P(~/) =~ Vk < j, vk ~ P(' I ) .  
I f  v, ¢ P('1), show ~ = v , ,w ,  = {v +-- s,}, P(0) n ICw,  o . . .owz)  = 0. By the 
secondary inductive hypothesis, t~, = vy,V j < n, and thus, tr~ ~ w5-1 o ... owlo  ~tvy --- vn~ 
since vn ~ P('y) and vn ~ vi,3' ¢ n. Therefore, ¢0, = {v~ +-- sn}. By the secondary 
induction hypothesis and idempotence of 0, we have P (0) G.r(w~ o... o¢o~) = 0. Therefore o 
wn is of form 3, 4~ or 5 in the definition elementary non-increasing for w~_z o ... ow~ and 
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w, - i  o ... o wis, and a is non-increasing for t and s. Finally, note cr obviously preserves 
F-parents since it contains only symbols from F and since all x E P (a) have the property  
F E ParSers(z,  t) U ParSets(x,  s). (This is true even when v, is actually ~, or st,, which 
is possible in case 7 of Var-unify, because vn must have another occurrence under F in 
the non-variable term.) 
If v~ E P(~t), t,~ is non-variable with head symbol not in F. Therefore, qvn is proper 
and significant in t or s, and tn is a proper significant subterm of w , - i  o ... o wi~ or 
wn- i  o ... o wis. Consider possible values for s~. 
If s ,  is non-variable and s , .head 7~ in.head, then the recursive call terminates with 
the empty set in case 4 of CR-unify. 
If 9, is a variable such that 9, E ~( t , )  & sn E I (P (~, ,~, ) ) ,  then the recursive call 
terminates with the empty set in case 8 of Vat-unify. 
If sn is a variable such that s~ ~ ~(~)  then the single substitution returned by 
CR-unffy(t,~, 9,) is w,~ -- {s, ~ t ,}  (case 6 of Vat-unify). This subsitution, w, ,  is of 
form 2 in the definition of elementary non-increasing for w~- i  o... owi$ and w~- I  o ... OWLS. 
And, since the secondary induction hypothesis implies w~-i  o ... o 0Ji is non-increasing 
for ~ and s, a is non-increasing for t and s. 
Let z E V and show a preserves F-parents: If z E P(a), then either s E D(wn- i  o 
... owl ) ,  and preserving F-parents follows from the secondary induction hypothesis, or 
= 9,. If x = s,~, then F e Par~qetg(¢z, at) 0 ParSets(az,  a~), because "rv, occurred 
under F in $ or s. Therefore, ax = as ,  = t~ = w, - i  o ... owi o qv~ will occur under F in 
w , - i  o ... owi* or wn- i  o ... OWLS. Similarly, if x E I (a )  then either x E I (wn- i  o ... owl) ,  
in which case the secondary induction hypothesis applies, or • E ~($~). In the latter 
case, these variables are either in I (w , - i  o ... o wi), and again the secondary induct ion 
hypothesis applies, or they are in I (q ) .  But I(~,) n V contains only those variables in 
and ~ under F, which remain in a~ and as. 
If s~ is non-variable such that sn.head = ~,.head, then we will apply the pri- 
mary induction hypothesis to t ,  and 9,, but first we must show <t,~,s,/-~¢(~,s/. Since 
[t, .head] ¢ F, we have [sn.head] ~ F. Recall, sn = wn-1 o ... OWl O ~)r~, but 9 is homoge-  
neous in F so 0 maps vn to itself or to some other variable. In either case there is some 
variable, y E D(wn- io . . .ow i )  and y E V such that  wn- io . . .ow iy  ----- 9n. Therefore, by the 
parent preserving property on w,~-i o... owi,  sn occurs under F in either w,,_ 1 o ... o wi$ or 
w~'- i o... owis. Thus, $~ and sn are both non-variable significant subterms of wn- i o... owi $ 
or w , - io . . .ow is ,  and by Lemma 17, <~i, s~>~c(wi - io . . .ow i~,wy- io . . .ow is ) .  By the sec- 
ondary induction hypothesis (on n), w ,_ i  o ... owi is non-increasing for $ and s and thus 
(w , - i  o... OWLS, w,~-i o ... owis>___c (~, s) by Lemma 20. By transitivity, (~', s~')-~c <~, s>, and 
we can apply the pr imary induction hypothesis. From this, the recursive call terminates 
returning (if anything) w,~'s~ which are non-increasing for ~ and s, .  By Lemma 21, w,~ 
is non-increasing for w~'-i o ... o wi~ and wS_i o ... o wis, since ~' and s~. both occur under 
F. Therefore, a is non-inreasing for $ and 9. 
Let x E V and show a preserves F-parents. If z E D(a) 0 I (a )  then either z E 
D(w~- i  o ... owi) o I (w,~- i  o ... owi)  or x E D(wn) 0 I(w,~). In the first case, the property 
follows directly from the secondary induction hypothesis. In the second case, if x is in 
D(w,) then it must be in ~, or s,, and if z is in I (w , )  then, again, it must be in t ,  or ~n, 
or it must be a fresh variable and therefore not in V. But all variables in ~ are either in 
I (q), or they are in I (w,~_ i o. . .o w i), while the variables in s,~ are all in r (w~_ i o . . .o  w i). 
The variables in I (w,~- i  o ... o wi) are covered by the secondary induction hypothesis, 
and variables in V A I (~)  are only those in ~ and ~ under F, which remain in aS and as. 
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If s,~ is a variable such that s ,  e ])(6,) and sn ¢ I (P (~,~, ) ) ,  then since s~ = 
w~- i  o ... owl o 0v~, is not in ~ or s but is in t~, we know s~ ~ I (w , -1  o ... o wll. 
Therefore, either t ,  E I (0) or there exists some v E !(0) such that t,, = w, -1  o ... owlv .  
In either case, the inductive hypothesis applies to give the parent preserving property on 
w~z-1 o ... owl ,  and s~ occurs under F. But, s~ also occurs under [$,~.head]. Therefore, 
card(ParSets (sn ,  w=- i  o ... o wlt)  t3 ParSets(sn,  wn-1  o ... o wxs)) > 1 and by Lemma 18, 
( ~r,, sn)"<C (ws-1  o ... o w l t ,  wrt-1 o ... OWLS). By the same arguments as the previous case 
(i.e., ~,~ and s, non-variable) (~,~, s ,)'<c (~, s) and we can use the inductive hypotheses to 
show (r preserves F-parents and is non-increasing for ~ and s. [] 
8. Re la ted  Work  
Some examples of known complete E-unification algorithms for the theories of commuta- 
tive operators, AC operators, (Stickel, 1981), signed trees (Kirchner & Kirchner, 1981), 
and abelian group operators (Lankford et el., 1984). The AC algorithm has been ex- 
tended to handle operators that are also idempotent, ACI~ or have a unit element, ACU, 
(Livesey & Siekmann, 1976), or both, ACUI, (Fages, 1984}. A procedure for enumerating 
unifiers of an associative operator is described in (Plotkin, 1972). These algorithms are 
all theory-specific, the equational theory is built into the algorithm rather than being a 
parameter  to the algorithm. 
The unification procedures based on narrowing are of a more automatic nature. For 
equational theories representable by a convergent term rewriting system there is an algo- 
r i thm to automatical ly generate a unification procedure. Hullot (1980) gives a description 
of a narrowing procedure, along with sufficient conditions for termination, and Jouan- 
naud et el. (1983) generalize this work to equational term rewriting systems. 
O. Kirchner (1984) gives a general algorithm for the decomposable theories, theories 
in which a natural decomposition process occurs during unification. For example, if f 
is a symbol that does not appear at the root of either side of any equations in E, then 
the problem of F_~un~fying terms of the form f ( s l ,  ..., sr~) and f($1, ..., tn), modulo E, is 
proven equivalent to unifying M1 pairs si, ~i, 1 < i <~ n. Kirchner (1985) has independently 
developed a unification algorithm for combined theories based on the Martelli Montanari 
style; his algorithm is proven correct for a more restrictive class of theories than the 
collapse-free regular theories~ but he finds a performance improvement on some typical 
examples. 
Nelson & Oppen (1979) provide an algorithm for cooperating decision procedures for 
predicate calculus theories, much in the same way we provide an algorithm for cooper- 
ating unification procedures for equational theories. A similarity between the structure 
of the two algorithms is apparent when unification is considered in the Martelli & Mon- 
tanaxi (1982) style of propagating equalities. Shostak (1984) improves on the algorithm 
of Nelson $~ Oppen (1979) by localizing the shared information more effectively, thereby 
improving the algorithm's efficiency and extendibility. 
9. Conc lus ions  and Future  Work  
We define a new generalized approach to equational unification by examining the con- 
ditions under which a set of E-unlfication algorithms can be combined to yield a single 
unification procedure for the combined equational theory. We present an algorithm for 
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combined equational unification and prove it is consistent and terminating for all equa- 
tional theories, and that it is complete for the collapse-free r gular theories. 
A consequence of our method and the proofs is that any collapse-free regular equa- 
tional theory with a known E-unification algorithm for homogeneous terms, (also known 
as the varlable-only case for E) can be automatically extended to the general case, i.e., the 
case where terms may contain uninterpreted function symbols or more than one instance 
of operators with E's properties. The proof of termination, correctness and completeness 
of such a generalization is an instance of our proof. 
A preliminary implementation has been made as part of the REVE term rewriting 
system generator (Lescanne, 1983; Forgaard, 1984; Kirchner & Kirchner 1985). The im- 
plementation supports the modified CR-unify algorithm and allows for simple modular 
extension to new sub-theories, as their unification algorithms are implemented. In the 
current version, the unification algorithms for the AC and empty theories have been 
implemented. The implementation of the REVE system: including our unification algo- 
rithm, was done in CLU (Liskov et al., 1981). 
The mos~ pressing problem lef~ open in this work is to remove the restriction that 
equational theories be collapse-free and regular. Tid4n (1985) has since studied the 
problem of combining collapse-free theories. 
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